Lawrence to Bryn Mawr Modernization

Legend

- **Station Platforms**
  - RPM Proposed Platform
  - Existing Platform

- **RPM Proposed Track Alignment**
  - Brown Line Tracks
  - Purple Line Tracks
  - Red Line Tracks

- **Existing Track Alignment**
  - Brown Line Tracks
  - Purple Line Tracks
  - Red Line Tracks

**Potential Property Impacts**

- Building Displacement
- Land Area Displacement
- Temporary Construction Easement
- Development Opportunity Site

Notes:

- Plan and drawings that may be included are subject to final engineering drawings and possible changes. No inferences should be made on the suitability or any other purpose of the depicted information. The information is for general informational purposes only. Accuracy cannot be guaranteed, and the information is non-contractual. The information is subject to final verification by an engineer.

- Confirmations and land acquisition details are based on project definition and discussions. Property acquisitions will be confirmed as project engineering progresses.